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1. Motivation and obje tives

This work is motivated by a need for oweld hara terization in high-speed, ompressible ows. Toluene planar laser-indu ed uores en e (PLIF) has been identied as
a well-suited diagnosti to satisfy this need.
PLIF has been utilized with various tra ers in gas- and liquid-phase for a variety of
quantitative measurements, in luding thermometry, mixture-fra tion imaging, and fuelto-air ratio imaging in a number of appli ations (S hulz & Si k 2005). Of the various
gaseous tra ers available, toluene has been identied as a tra er with unique photophysi al properties (Burton & Noyes 1968): the uores en e signal of toluene is strongly
quen hed by oxygen, and therefore makes it well-suited for fuel-to-air imaging (Koban
et al. 2005a ); and its high quantum yield and strong sensitivity to temperature below
900K (Koban et al. 2004) also make it well-suited for thermometry. This latter property
makes toluene-based PLIF strategies parti ularly attra tive for the study of supersoni
ows, where large temperature dis ontinuities and gradients exist within the oweld.
For example, toluene PLIF was re ently demonstrated in supersoni ows to identify the
stru ture of a sho k/boundary layer intera tion Yoo et al. (2010).
However, the low vapor pressure of toluene below room temperature onditions, and
the high sensitivity to oxygen limit its implementation in many supersoni ow fa ilities.
Traditional supersoni wind tunnels predominantly use air as the working uid and are
operated at low (∼ 100K ) stati temperatures and pressures. These onditions make the
use of toluene impra ti al or not possible.
On the ontrary, impulse fa ilities, su h as sho k tubes, sho k tunnels, and expansion
tubes, are ideal for the use of toluene as a tra er spe ies in supersoni , low- to moderateenthalpy ows. In parti ular, an expansion tube gives exibility on the hoi e of test gas
and a ess to a broad range of stati onditions thus making the use of toluene attra tive
for the study of ompressible ow phenomena.
In this work, the developments of toluene PLIF toward a robust te hnique for thermometry imaging in supersoni ows in short-duration impulse fa ilities are reported.
First, a theoreti al treatment of single- and dual-band LIF olle tion strategies are presented; in parti ular, sensitivity and a ura y of ea h strategy are assessed. It is shown
that single-band toluene LIF olle tion an be used dire tly as a temperature diagnosti
in uniform pressure owelds, whereas dual-band olle tion strategies an be used to
measure temperature in variable pressure owelds.
Lastly, single-band LIF imaging is demonstrated on two anoni al ompressible ow
ongurations: supersoni ow over a 20◦ wedge and around a ylinder. Supersoni
ow over a wedge is used to demonstrate single-band toluene thermometry in onstantpressure onditions, where alibration is inferred from a measure of the LIF signal a ross
the oblique sho k over the wedge. Flow around a ylinder is used to demonstrate singleband olle tion as an ee tive visualization tool. For the time being, in preparation of
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future work on dual-band dete tion, the results of single-band imaging of ow around the
ylinder are assessed against syntheti LIF signals omputed from 2D RANS al ulations
of the same onguration.

2. Single- and dual-band

olle tion strategies

Laser-indu ed uores en e (LIF) is a two step pro ess: rst, a spe ies is ex ited to
an upper quantum state via absorption of radiation; se ond, the spe ies spontaneously
relaxes ba k to its ground state by uores ing. The resulting LIF signal Sf is des ribed
E
by the LIF equation, whi h is the produ t of the number of in ident photons hν
on the
eld of view, the number density of the absorbing spe ies n, the absorption ross se tion
σ , the fra tion of photons that are re-emitted as uores en e φ (known as the uores en e
quantum yield, FQY), and an opti al olle tion e ien y fa tor η
E
nσ(λ, T )φ(λ, T, Pi )η.
(2.1)
hν
Equation 2.1 applies under linear ex itation regime (i.e., negligible stimulated emission
of uores en e) and when photoionization and predisso iation are negligible. The photophysi al parameters σ and φ depend on lo al temperature T and partial pressure Pi
of the absorbing and bath spe ies, and ex itation wavelength λ. Knowledge of how these
parameters varies with T , Pi , and λ allows for the inferen e of T or Pi using spe i ex itation and/or uores en e olle tion strategies, whi h are typi ally based on ratiometri
approa hes where ratios of LIF signals are used to simplify equation 2.1.
Two single-wavelength ex itation strategies are onsidered in this work: single- and
dual-band uores en e olle tion. Typi ally, the single-band olle tion strategy images
uores en e from a single region of the emission spe trum and, in uniform pressure regions, uses information of the value of temperature at one point to infer the temperature
elsewhere (Ko h 2005; Yoo et al. 2010). In the wedge ow we assume that su h information is not available in the experiment and, therefore, a dierent method based on a
measure of the ow Ma h number from the sho k angle is used to redu e Equation 2.1.
The dual-band olle tion strategy employs two ameras to olle t uores en e from two
dierent regions of the emission spe trum using opti al lters. Under the assumption that
σ and φ are solely a fun tion of temperature (i.e., pressure ee ts are negligible on the
photophysi s of toluene), temperature is dire tly inferred by taking the ratio of these two
images.
The strategies presented above an be optimized only if details of the photophysi al
parameters are known. Toluene absorption is entered around 265 nm (Koban et al. 2004),
and is a essible by ommer ially available KrF ex imer lasers (248 nm) and frequen y
quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers (266 nm). The absorption ross se tion at 266 nm in reases
with in reasing temperature, however, σ is approximately onstant for 248 nm ex itation
(Figure 1a). Furthermore, toluene FQY de reases steeply for both 248 nm and 266 nm
ex itation, dropping three orders of magnitude for both ex itation wavelengths over the
temperature range onsidered (Figure 1b).
Koban et al. (2004) has hara terized photophysi al parameters of toluene from 298 K
to 900 K and at 1 bar total pressure in nitrogen. Furthermore, the FQY of toluene remains onstant at pressures above 1 bar for both 248 nm ex itation (Yoo et al. 2010) and
266 nm ex itation (Cheung 2011) at room temperature. The single-band and dual-band
olle tion strategies presented in this work are onstru ted under the assumptions that
Sf =
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Photophysi al parameters σ (a ) and φ (b ) of toluene for 266 nm and 248 nm ex itation. Curves for σ with 266 nm ex itation are t through measurements by Koban et al. (2004),
whereas σ for 248 nm ex itation is taken to be approximately onstant, as is done by Koban
et al. (2004).

Figure 1.

oxygen quen hing is absent (this work is done in nitrogen, in whi h ollisional quen hing
is negligible) and the FQY of toluene is independent of toluene partial pressure (i.e.,
pressure is greater than 1 bar) even at high temperatures. The limited information available from previous work and theoreti al onsiderations supports the latter assumption
(Koban et al. 2004; Yoo et al. 2010; Cheung 2011).
2.1. Single-band olle tion thermometry a ross an oblique sho k
Yoo et al. (2010) has demonstrated single-band toluene PLIF thermometry and visualization of sho k tube ows. Yoo et al. made quantitative temperature measurements in
uniform pressure elds by a quiring a alibration image at known uniform onditions,
subsequently a quiring an image of the ow of interest, and then taking the ratio of these
two images to solve for temperature T (assuming φ is not a fun tion of pressure Pi , and
Pi is uniform in the region being analyzed):
nσ(λ, T )φ(λ, T )
Pi Tcal σ(λ, T )φ(λ, T )
Sf
=
=
.
Sf cal
ncal σ(λ, Tcal )φ(λ, Tcal )
T Pical σ(λ, Tcal )φ(λ, Tcal )

(2.2)

For al ulation of temperature T , this strategy requires knowledge of the number density
n, or Tcal , Pcal , and Pi for both the alibration image and the test-image.
When this alibration approa h is not possible or the number density of the tra er is
not known, temperature an be inferred by applying some other ondition. One possible
approa h we propose is to use a measure of the LIF signal ratio a ross an oblique sho k
Sf u/Sf d at a given in oming ow Ma h number (where subs ripts u and d are for upstream
and downstream, respe tively), to infer temperature:
Piu Td σ(λ, Tu )φ(λ, Tu )
Sf u
=
.
Sf d
Pid Tu σ(λ, Tu TTd )φ(λ, Tu TTd )
u
u

(2.3)

By measuring the sho k angle β from the PLIF image and knowing the turning angle
θ, one an infer the Ma h number M and eliminate the pressure ratio Piu/Pid and temperature ratio Td/Tu in Equation 2.3. Using ideal oblique-sho k relations, Equation 2.3
be omes only a fun tion of Ma h number M and Tu
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(a ) Expe ted signal ratio a ross an oblique sho k with turning angle θ = 20◦ for
248 nm (dash-dot ) and 266 nm (solid ) ex itation and for Ma h number 1.9 2.3, 2.5, and 2.8.
(b ) Relative expe ted signals upstream of the sho k for 248 nm (dash-dot ) and 266 nm (solid )
ex itation on the left ordinate. The ratio of these expe ted signals (dotted ) is on the right
ordinate.
Figure 2.

Sf u
σ(λ, Tu )φ(λ, Tu )
(2.4)
= g(M )f (M )
,
Sf d
σ(λ, Tu f (M ))φ(λ, Tu f (M ))
where g(M ) and f (M ) are ideal relations for pressure Pd/Pu and temperature Td/Tu ratios
a ross an oblique sho k.
By assuming a range of ow Ma h number M and temperature Tu that are a essible by
the Stanford Expansion Tube Fa ility, we an al ulate the expe ted signal ratios for both
266 nm and 248 nm ex itation as a fun tion of temperature and Ma h number. By taking
the derivative of the urves in Figure 2a (not shown), we see that 248 nm and 266 nm
ex itation exhibit similar temperature sensitivity for Tu ∼ 500 K (the targeted upstream
temperature, see se tion 3.1) using this thermometry strategy. Generally, expe ted signal
ratios in rease with in reasing Ma h number, onsistent with the in rease in temperature
ratio a ross a sho k for in reasing Ma h number.
Note that Equation 2.4 is appli able only a ross an ideal oblique sho k, immediately
upstream and downstream of the sho k; this thermometry strategy also assumes that the
Td
). Under these assumptions,
ow eld is uniformly seeded with tra er (i.e., nniu
= PPiu
id
id Tu
Equation 2.4 gives a losed form relationship between Tu and the lo ally measured M
and Sf u/Sf d .
A mean signal ratio Sf u/Sf d , mean upstream signal Sf u , and mean upstream temperature Tu are omputed by taking values along the length of the sho k. Using these values
for Sf u and Tu , the rest of the image is onverted to temperature using Equation 2.2 by
substituting Sf cal and Tcal with Sf u and Tu , where Pi/Pical is either unity in the upstream
region or f (M ), the pressure ratio a ross the ideal sho k, in the downstream region.
For this olle tion strategy, both 266 nm and 248 nm ex itation sour es an be used.
At a given temperature, LIF signals are proportional to the produ t of absorption ross
se tion and FQY

(2.5)
Neither 266 nm nor 248 nm exhibit substantially more temperature sensitivity near
Tu = 500 K; additionally, the larger absorption ross-se tion and greater FQY with 266
nm ex itation near 500 K (Figure 1a) results in LIF signals up to seven times greater
Sf ∝ σ(λ, T )φ(λ, T ).

1
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(a ) Toluene emission spe tra normalized to peak emission at 298 K. Spe tra shown
were measured at 1 bar total pressure in nitrogen. WG280 (dash ) and BP280 (dash-dot ) transmission urves are overlaid. (b ) Toluene emission spe tra normalized to maximum signal for ea h
temperature to illustrate the hange in relative signal magnitude as a fun tion of wavelength
and temperature. (Data ourtesy of J. D. Ko h and W. Koban.)
Figure 3.

than those expe ted with 248 nm ex itation (Figure 2b). Therefore, we ele t to use 266
nm ex itation to maximize LIF signal. Note that we did not exer ise turning angle θ in
our al ulation of expe ted signal ratios Sf 1/Sf 2 , whi h may yield dierent strategies.
2.2. Dual-band olle tion strategies
Koban et al. (2004) has shown that the emission spe trum of toluene redshifts with
in reasing temperature for both 248 nm and 266 nm ex itation. This redshift enables
dual-band olle tion thermometry; by using two ameras to simultaneously olle t uores en e from dierent regions of the spe trum following single-wavelength ex itation,
one an infer temperature by taking the ratio of these two images. For pressures above 1
bar, we assume φ does not depend on partial pressure; therefore, the ratio of two images
(subs ripts 1 and 2) for whi h dierent portions of the spe trum are olle ted is only a
fun tion of temperature,
Sf 1
[φ(λ, T ) ∗ F1 (λ)]η1
(2.6)
=
,
Sf 2
[φ(λ, T ) ∗ F2 (λ)]η2
where [φ(λ, T ) ∗ F (λ)] is the onvolution of the FQY with an opti al lter transmission
urve. The e ien ies η are not eliminated from the equation in order to a ount for
olle tion e ien ies and response of the two ameras. However, other requirements
of single-band olle tion (i.e., uniform tra er number density, ex itation laser uen e,
absorption) are eliminated.
This dual-band olle tion has been theoreti ally studied in the past by Koban et al.
(2004) using a variety of lters available from S hott Glass, and re ently demonstrated by
Mohri et al. (2011) to image O2 on entration using 248 nm ex itation. In this work, we
propose to use high-transmission (∼ 80%), narrow-band (10 nm) band-pass interferen e
lters (in the range 260 − 320 nm) ombined with S hott glass lters to further optimize
the method. One promising ombination identied in the study uses an interferen e
lter entered at 280 nm and a long-pass S hott glass lter (WG320) to onstru t the
temperature alibration urve. The result of this ombination, shown in Figure 4, oers
sensitivity similar to the 266 nm ex itation single-band olle tion strategy shown in
Figure 2a.
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Figure 4. (a ) Expe ted signals as a fun tion of temperature using a band-pass lter entered
at 280 nm (open ir les, BP280) and a S hott Glass WG320 long-pass lter (open triangles ).
(b ) Ratio of expe ted signals from (a )

Emission spe tra resulting from 266 nm ex itation are used to al ulate temperature
alibration urves. Emission spe tra using 248 nm ex itation have similar qualitative
shapes (Koban et al. 2005b ). As shown in Figure 2b, 248 nm ex itation LIF signals
are several times smaller due to toluene's smaller absorption ross se tion with 248 nm
ex itation and lower FQY near T = 500 K; to maximize signal levels, we onsider only
266 nm ex itation for dual-band olle tion.
2.3. Un ertainty propagation for single- and dual-band thermometry
After des ribing the single-wavelength ex itation with single- and dual-band olle tion,
we now investigate the expe ted a ura y of ea h method by ondu ting an error propagation study. In pra ti e, toluene LIF signals are a quired using an ICCD amera, whi h
is inherently noisier than a CCD amera. The LIF signals are then onverted to temperature using one of the strategies des ribed above. We dene the signal to noise ratio
SN R, a measure of relative un ertainty in the signal, as the average signal Sf divided
by the root-mean-square of the signal σf for an n by m pixel region of the image, under
the assumption that the ow eld is uniform through the interrogation window. For the
thermometry strategies des ribed above, un ertainty in temperature an be quantied
via linearized error propagation:
dT 2 =



2

σf2 1 +

Sf 1
Sf 2

2 

dT
dSf 1



dT
dSf 2

2

(2.7)

σf2 2 ,

whi h an be redu ed to
2

dT =



dT
dψ

2 

1
1
+
2
SN R1
SN R22



,

(2.8)

where ψ = Sf 1/Sf 2 , either for the signal ratio a ross an oblique sho k in single-band
olle tion or for the signal ratio of the two images in dual-band olle tion.
Using Equation 2.8, we ompute un ertainties in temperature for the single- and dualband imaging s heme as a fun tion of temperature for dierent values of SN R. A thirdorder polynomial is t to temperature alibration urves (Figures 2a and 4b) and ana-
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Dump Tank

S hemati of Stanford Expansion Tube Fa ility. Tube is 14 m in inner-diameter
and 12 m long from driver to test se tion.

lyti ally dierentiated to ompute dT
dψ . For simpli ity, SN R1 is assumed to be equal to
SN R2 .
Un ertainty in temperature dT is shown in Figure 5 as a fun tion of temperature and
SN R for single-band thermometry and dual-band thermometry over a range of SN R
values.
We nd a similar magnitude of un ertainty in temperature dT as a fun tion of SN R
and temperature T for both the BP280/WG320 dual-band s heme and single-band
oblique sho k thermometry. We deem it reasonable to move to a dual-band olle tion
strategy in the future, provided reasonable SNR an be a hieved for both uores en e
olle tion bands.
3. Experimental te hnique

3.1. Expansion tube and test gas onditions
Toluene PLIF thermometry is demonstrated on supersoni ows generated in the Stanford Expansion Tube Fa ility. An expansion tube onsists of three se tions of on entri
tube, separated by dividers known as diaphragms (Figure 6). Test gas onditions are
determined by the relative ll pressures and spe ies in ea h of the three se tions. The
test gas, the gas in the driven se tion, is rst pro essed by a sho k and then by an unsteady expansion to its nal state T5 , P5 , and M5 . The state 5 test gas ows through a
30 × 30 × 30 m test se tion, whi h has opti al a ess via fused-sili a windows on three
sides. See Heltsley et al. (2006) for a thorough des ription of the fa ility and its operation.
A 12 L mixing tank is used to seed 0.5% toluene by volume in a balan e of nitrogen;
this mixture is the test gas. The tube is initially lled with test gas (toluene in nitrogen)
at 491.2 mbar, driver gas (helium) at 18.6 bar, and expansion gas (helium) at 333.3 mbar.
Expe ted onditions an be al ulated from ideal sho k jump equations (Trimpi 1962)
using the initial ll pressures. Ideal al ulations are omputed using a onstant γ assump-
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tion, and γ is al ulated for the nitrogen-toluene mixture using NASA 9-term polynomials
for cp (M Bride et al. 2002). Test gas onditions an also be inferred by measuring primary and se ondary sho k speeds Ms1 and Ms2 via time-of-ight sho k ounters, and
substituting these values into the ideal sho k-jump equations that des ribe expansion
tube operation; this is referred to as the semi-empiri al method. Results for the semiempiri al method an be found in Table 1, and un ertainties are reported as ± one
standard deviation al ulated over ve expansion tube tests.
Conditions were sele ted su h that free stream stati pressures are greater than 1 bar
and stati temperatures are no more than 600 K, and temperatures behind the primary
sho k T2 do not ex eed 1000 K to ensure that toluene does not pyrolyze before the test gas
rea hes the test se tion. Furthermore, Ma h number was sele ted to prevent post-sho k
temperatures from ex eeding ∼ 800 K, so as to maximize LIF signals and SN R.
3.2. Single-band imaging ongurations
Single-band olle tion imaging is implemented for imaging of supersoni ow over a
wedge and a ylinder. A 266 nm light sour e is sele ted for ex itation owing to its larger
signal levels and greater temperature sensitivity for oblique sho k thermometry. A Coherent Powerlite 8000 Nd:YAG pulsed laser is externally frequen y quadrupled to 266
nm. Cylindri al lenses are used to form a 1 mm-thi k light sheet that enters the test
se tion from the top of the test se tion (Figure 6). The laser pulse is 10 ns in duration.
Fluores en e is aptured using an Andor iStar ICCD amera with a f/2.8, UV lens.
A S hott Glass WG280 long-pass lter is used to blo k ree ted or s attered 266 nm
light, and a UG11 short-pass lter is used to blo k ambient light. The laser pulse is 10
ns in duration, the amera is gated to 200 ns, and uores en e lifetimes of toluene with
266 nm do not ex eed 10 ns for the onditions investigated in this work (Faust et al.
2011). Images are post-pro essed to orre t for laser sheet non-uniformity at whi h time
a ba kground subtra tion is also performed. The imaging system has spatial resolution
of 100 mm per pixel.

4. Results

4.1. Single-band toluene PLIF thermometry using an oblique sho k
Using the method des ribed in se tion 3.2, a toluene PLIF image of supersoni ow over
a wedge is a quired. A hardened steel wedge with turning angle θ of 19.7◦ is pla ed in the
test se tion. As shown in Figure 7a, the sho k is learly visualized in the image, marked
by the sharp drop in signal, orresponding to an in rease in temperature. The sho k is
3 to 5 pixels wide (300 to 500 mm), and its width is limited by the fo us and resolving
power of the imaging system. The sho k angle β is measured to be 46.4◦ , resulting in a
Ma h number of 2.25 using γ al ulated for the test gas mixture at 500 K.
Spatial signal-to-noise ratios in LIF signal are al ulated over 25 × 25 pixel windows
throughout the image by taking the average signal value in a window divided by the RMS
of signal in that window. Upstream and downstream of the sho k, SNRs of approximately
25 and 15 are al ulated, respe tively. These SNR values are reported as approximate
owing to the non-uniformity in signal evident in the image, whi h may result from nonuniform seeding or non-uniformities in the ow eld.
The LIF signal image (Figure 7a) is onverted to temperature (Figure 7b) per the
method pres ribed in se tion 2.1. To more reliably approximate Sf u/Sf d and determine
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(b)

Toluene PLIF signal (a ) and temperature (b ) images of supersoni ow over a
wedge.

P5

T5

M5

Ideal
1.30 bar
579 K
2.05
Semi-empiri al 1.30 ± 0.02 bar 515 ± 2 K 2.16 ± 0.2
Measured (PLIF)
501 ± 19 K
2.25
Table 1.

Comparison of ideal, semi-empiri al, and measured test gas onditions

the lo ation of the oblique sho k, an error fun tion of the following form is t a ross the
sho k:
y = A + B ∗ erf (C × (x − xshock )),

(4.1)

where A, B, C, and xshock are t parameters. This error fun tion is t over a 30 pixel
window a ross the sho k, and the rst and last points of the tted error fun tion are used
to al ulate the signal ratio Sf u/Sf d . The referen e temperature Tcal in Equation 2.2 is
taken as the average temperature Tu inferred along the upstream edge of the sho k, and
is found to be 501 K. Figure 8a shows a representative signal prole a ross the image is
(taken along the dotted line in Figure 7).
For values reported in Table 1, un ertainties reported for the semi-empiri al results are
±1 standard deviation al ulated from ve separate expansion tube shots. Cal ulating
un ertainty in temperature using Equation 2.8 for single-band imaging, using SN R1 = 25
and SN R2 = 15, we obtain an un ertainty in temperature dT of approximately ±19 K
at 501 K and ±22 K at 725 K, these un ertainties are plotted as error bars in Figure 8b
at x = 1 m and x = 3 m.
The disagreement in T5 between ideal theory (579 K), the semi-empiri al method
(515 K) , and PLIF measurement (501 K) an be attributed to the de ien ies in the
model des ribing expansion tube operation; the ideal equations negle t vis ous ee ts,
su h as boundary layer growth and transition in the expansion tube, as well as nonidealities in diaphragm rupture. Furthermore, the ee ts of the lters (WG280 and UG11)
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temperature (dash-dot ) from ideal oblique sho k relations.
Figure 8.

on the alibration urve of Figure 2a have not been onsidered for single-band toluene
thermometry.
4.2. Single-band imaging of supersoni ow over a ylinder
Single-band toluene PLIF imaging is performed similarly as des ribed in se tion 3.2 to
visualize the ow eld around a ylinder in supersoni ross ow. An aluminum ylinder
of diameter D = 19 mm (0.75”) is mounted in the test se tion and subje ted to the same
nominal ow onditions as des ribed in se tion 3.1. The sho k is again visualized by a
sharp drop in signal. Similar SNR values are a hieved as for the wedge: approximately
25 and 12 upstream and downstream of the sho k, respe tively.
A ompanion 2D, steady, invis id, variable γ simulation of a nominally identi al ow
onguration has been omputed using FLUENT. Half of the oweld is meshed using a
hexahedral unstru tured grid ontaining approximately 25000 ells; a symmetry boundary ondition is imposed along the edge interse ting the diameter of the ylinder. The
uid is modeled with a variable γ ideal gas, with a fth-degree polynomial-t omputed
for γ of a 99.5% nitrogen/0.5% toluene mixture from 400 K to 1000 K using the NASA
9-term polynomial (M Bride et al. 2002). The mesh extends 5D upstream, downstream,
and verti ally from the ylinder. An impli it se ond-order upwind solver is implemented,
and grid onvergen e has been established by omputing the solution on a twi e oarser
grid (not shown).
The experimental PLIF image is plotted in the top half of Figure 9a; the syntheti
PLIF signal, omputed from the LIF model of Equation 2.1 with σ and φ from Figure
1, is displayed in the bottom half of the same gure. The inow Ma h number in the
omputation was iterated to mat h the bow sho k stando distan e given by the simulation to what was observed in the experiment. The Ma h number required to meet this
ondition is M = 2.33.
The syntheti PLIF signal is normalized by the expe ted signal at 501 K and 1.3 bar,
the free stream temperature and pressure. The experimental PLIF image is normalized by
the average signal upstream of the sho k (Sf cal ). In both images, we an learly identify
the sho k by a steep drop in signal. A streamline (white line ) has been plotted in the
omputation and at the orresponding lo ation in the experimental PLIF image. Along
this streamline, signal as well as temperature and pressure (relative to their free stream
values) have been plotted in Figure 9b. Throughout the image, we see a dis repan y in
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(a ) Experimental toluene PLIF image of ow over a ylinder (top half) and syntheti
LIF signal (bottom half) of the same ow ondition. White lines follows streamlines omputed
from the CFD. (b ) Syntheti LIF signal (solid ) experimental LIF signal (squares ) along streamlines plotted in gure (a ) on left ordinate. P/P∞ (dash ) and T/T∞ (dash-dot ) on right ordinate.

Figure 9.

x
x
and 0 D
,
simulated versus experimental LIF signal of approximately 10% near −1.5 D
but good agreement in signal ratio a ross the sho k. The dis repan y an potentially be
attributed to non-uniformities in the test gas ow or tra er seeding, an oversimplied
toluene PLIF model, or vis ous ee ts near the separation point. However, the measured
signal tra ks the syntheti signal through a region of highly varying temperature and
pressure, illustrating the utility in single-band toluene PLIF imaging to investigate the
details of omplex supersoni owelds.

5. Con lusions

A toluene PLIF thermometry diagnosti has been presented for temperature imaging of
high-speed, ompressible ows in an expansion tube. Single- and dual-band thermometry
s hemes have been des ribed, and the a ura y of ea h s heme has been assessed. Singleband olle tion has been applied to image supersoni ow over a wedge and a ylinder.
Using the ideal temperature and pressure ratios a ross an oblique sho k, temperature
has been inferred in the entire imaged eld; a syntheti LIF signal for the ow over the
ylinder has been omputed from a 2D, invis id simulation of the ow, and it has been
ompared to the orresponding experimental LIF image. Good agreement between theory
and measurement were observed for both ases.
Further work is required to developed the te hnique for single-wavelength ex itation/dualband olle tion imaging in order to make the approa h a robust thermometry diagnosti
in owelds with nonuniform tra er seeding and pressure distribution and take full advantage of the te hnique in more general high-speed ow ongurations of interest.
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